Call for Abstracts

Abstracts Due: Friday, May 15, 2021

Please submit your abstract(s) through our website: https://ioa-pag.org/2021-IOA-World-Congress

Share your exciting Ozone and AOP technological advancements and experiences in this unique forum - showcasing the world's premier advanced treatment technologies! This conference will provide current technical, process and operational information to engineers, scientists, and end users of Ozone and Advanced Oxidation technologies.

TOPICS INCLUDE:
- Advanced Oxidation Processes
- Agriculture
- Aquaculture
- Bromate Formation & Control
- Contaminant Oxidation
- Design/Operation
- Food and Beverage
- Industrial
- Laundry/Textiles
- Medical
- Municipal – Drinking Water
- Municipal – Wastewater/Reuse
- Ozone/Oxygen Generation
- SARS-CoV-2 Applications
- Climate Change!

PROPOSED SCHEDULE:
- June 15 - Speaker Notification
- August 6 – Deadline to Upload Presentations
- August 30 – Conference Begins

PRESENTATION OPTIONS: Speakers may select a preference to either record their presentation or give a live presentation. Live presentations will also be scheduled within the time zones of the EA3G and NIG Regional Groups.

ACCEPTED SPEAKERS: Will receive a $100 discount off the early-bird conference registration fee!

LANGUAGE SPECIFIC SESSIONS: English will be the official language of the conference. Sessions may be considered in other languages upon receiving sufficient interest.

ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSIONS: Lead an informal discussion group with virtual attendees on a specialized ozone-related topic.

For additional information please contact:
International Ozone Association – Pan American Group; support@ioa-pag.org; 480-529-3787
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